PAFA VIRTUAL ART CAMP 2021
Register at www.pafa.org/camp Contact us at artcamp@pafa.org or 215-972-2054
Every Week is a new artistic adventure and celebration of creativity and friendship at PAFA Virtual Camp.
June 22-August 13, 2021 9am-3pm for ages 6-14 Cost $300 per week. Members $255.
Limited Scholarships are available

2021

AGES 6-8

AGES 9-11

AGES 12-14

WEEK 1
JUNE 21–25

WORLD TRAVELER Travel the globe to
INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING Devel- DRAWING I Enhance your drawing techexplore music, art, and games from different
op your drawing abilities working from observanique by focusing on light, contour, texture and
cultures. Share stories about your own travels and tion and imagination, as you become familiar with figure drawing as you learn to draw like a master.
learn more about this cool world we live in!.
charcoal, pencils, and other media.

WEEK 2
JUNE 28–
JULY 1

DISNEY + WHAT!! Have fun recreating and
designing your own characters and art from
Disney Plus! Explore the wonderful worlds of
Disney, Star Wars, and Pixar characters, art
concepts and much more.

INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING
PAINTING I Advance your painting skills as
Embark on a creative journey into the art of paint- you continue to master techniques in acrylic
ing. Experiment with color-mixing, composition, media engaging with still-life, interiors,
form, and space using acrylic and watercolor
abstraction, portraits and other subjects.
paints and a variety of artistic tools.

WEEK 3
JULY 6–9

COLOR WONDER Invent and play with
surprising materials, wild color combinations,
and use them to make a rainbow’s worth of art
projects..

ILLUSTRATION AND COMICS I Learn
how your favorite comics and illustrations are
made! Expand your drawing and visual storytelling skills as you practice character development,
storyboarding, and more.

FAIRYTALES AND LEGENDS Step into
a world of imaginary creatures, superpowers and
fun. Get inspired by heroes and heroines of
myths, fairy tales, and legends, old and new.
create mosaics, paintings, mixed media works
and more.

3-D ART Create art that leaps off the page and GRAPHIC NOVELS Join the generation
exists in space! Experiment with a variety of tech- of artists telling stories using sequential images.
niques and materials, like paper, paint, and clay, to Develop, draw, and visualize your own story with
create sculptures, optical illusions, and other 3D
innovative layout styles and techniques.
masterpieces.

(No camp on July 5)

WEEK 4
JULY 12–16

WEEK 5
JULY 19–23

ART JOURNEY Let’s draw, paint, collage,

DRAWING II Expand your drawing skills by
learning about the elements of drawing, such as
line, shape, value, texture and color while using
some advanced drawing tools.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CHARACTER
EXPERIMENTAL SKETCHBOOK Turn
DESIGN Design unforgettable characters with your sketchbook into a work of art, just like many

sculpt, make friends and have fun. Learn about
artists and art-making techniques as you gain and
expand your artistic and social skills.

memorable and engaging personalities, as you
learn fundamental aspects of design and develop
artistic techniques

famous artists do. Experiment with imaginative
page layouts, visualize creative ideas, and capture
an interesting motif, as you develop your drawing
and painting skills.

WEEK 6
JULY 26–30

IMAGINATION STATION Unleash your
imagination and let it guide you towards creating
the most incredibly unbelievable outstandingly
impossible artworks and thingamajigs ever!

ART FOR A VIRTUAL WORLD* Explore
the ways art and technology intersect and communicate. Create amazing projects with technology available at home and an artistic approach to
reality.

PORTFOLIO BUILDING Expand your foundational skills in drawing and painting by learning
the art of composition, perspective, and value, as
you develop a solid art portfolio.

WEEK 7
AUGUST 2–6

MARVELOUS NATURE Get inspired by
MOVING MYTHS AND MONSTERS*
the natural world around you. Let nature motivate Explore the world of fantastic beasts and ancient
you to create artworks that are influenced by the
mythology through stop motion animation! Learn
air, land, and sea!
how Hollywood has used this technique to blend
imagination with real life to tell impossible
stories. Then create your own!

WEEK 8
AUGUST 9–13

PRINT IT! Inspired by the many print works
at PAFA, make your own stamps and stencils and
practice printing unique patterns and designs on
all types of paper, fabric and other materials.

ILLUSTRATION AND COMICS II Learn
how your favorite comics and illustrations are
made! Expand your drawing and visual storytelling skills, learn about character development,
practice storyboarding, and much more.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ILLUSTRATION
AND GRAPHIC DESIGN Explore the

fundamentals of illustration and Graphic Design
as you develop skills required in different design
practices.

PAINTING II Advance your painting
techniques and master new tools to render
accurate and realistically painted images.
Expand your skills in acrylic media as you
continue to explore variety of painting genres.

NOTE camps marked with * are digital art camps and will require access to a smartphone or digital camera.
Campers will need to upload images from the phone or digital camera to the computer throughout the week. Parent assistance may be required.

